Rubino Litter Bin

The Rubino Litter Bin is created by using a binding compound of granite or coloured marble aggregate. The Rubino is a superior alternative to standard concrete litter bins seen within public urban settings. It is bush hammered around the edges and polished to a shine on the upper side, with 15mm horizontal profiling, treated against deterioration. It is supplied with a ring-shaped cover in galvanised and powdercoated steel with a triangular lock, also with an ashtray and stainless steel anti-theft cable. The waste-sack holder is fitted inside. Alternatively, an internal galvanised steel container with handle can be requested.

Specification:

Materials:
Body - reconstituted marblestone / granite
Top - powder coated steel

Dimensions

H: 902mm
Dia: 502mm

(Technical Drawings for variants available on request)